[Prostate carcinoma associated spontaneous factor VIII:C inhibitor hemophilia. Successful therapy of severe hemorrhagic complication with porcine factor VIII in a 75-year-old patient].
Inhibitors of factor VIII are a rare condition in non-hemophiliacs, but they are frequently responsible for life threatening hemorrhage. Acquired factor VIII:C inhibitors represent the spontaneous development of autoantibodies that partially or completely neutralize the plasma coagulant activity of the clotting factor. The autoantibodies can arise in diverse clinical settings, in older adults they are frequently associated with immunologic disorders or malignancies. We report of a 75-year-old man with acquired factor VIII:C inhibitor associated with adenocarcinoma of the prostate and a successful treatment of a severe bleeding complication with porcine factor VIII. A 75-year-old man was admitted because of a hematoma of his right cheek and an isolated prolonged aPTT. Acquired factor VIII:C inhibitor was identified as the cause and immuno-suppressive therapy was begun. In the clinical course severe hemorrhaging occurred and was successfully treated with porcine factor VIII (Hyate:C). The initially high inhibitor titer of 32 Bethesda Units (BU) disappeared. As the cause of acquired factor VIII:C inhibitor a newly diagnosed adenocarcinoma of the prostate is likely. After complete remission of acquired factor VIII:C inhibitor radiation therapy was begun. Six months after severe hemorrhaging the patient was clinically stable and PSA levels were normal. This case demonstrates the necessity of a precise diagnosis and therapy regimen of this coagulopathy based on clinical and laboratory data. In the absence of hemorrhage immuno-suppressive therapy with corticosteroids is indicated, in a patient with severe bleeding and high inhibitor titer (> or = 5 BU) porcine factor VIII should be administered.